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Abstract. We can attempt to extend the Grzegorczyk Hierarchy trans-

finitely by defining a sequence of functions indexed by the elements of a

system of notation S, using either iteration (majorization) or enumeration

techniques to define the functions. (The hierarchy is then the sequence of

classes of functions elementary in the functions of the sequence of func-

tions.) In this paper we consider two sequences {Fs)s£i and {G,}jeS

defined by iteration and a sequence (£,},eS defined by enumeration; the

corresponding hierarchies are {Sj}, {S,}, {&,). We say that S has the

subrecursive hierarchy equivalence property if these two conditions hold:

(I)Sj = fj-gjforalliGS;
(II) &, — S, for all s, t e S such that |s| = |r| (|s| is the ordinal denoted

by*).
We show that a certain type of system of notation, called p.r.-regulated,

has the subrecursive hierarchy equivalence property. We present a nontrivial

example of such a system of notation, based on Schütte's Klammersymbols.

The resulting hierarchy extends those previously in print, which used the

so-called standard fundamental sequences for limits < c0.

1. Introduction. The purpose of subrecursive hierarchies is to classify

interesting classes of general recursive functions (perhaps ultimately all gen-

eral recursive functions), according to "complexity", with a strictly expanding

nest of sets indexed by ordinals. This is done by defining a sequence of

progressively more complex functions, and then forming from each function

the least class closed under certain operations. The two basic techniques

which have been used to define the underlying sequence of functions are

iteration (first found in Grzegorczyk [4]) and enumeration (Kleene [6]). Both

techniques rely on diagonalization at limit ordinals X. For example, if a

sequence of functions Gn(x) has been defined for all n < w, one might define

Gu(x) = Gx(x). In general, the diagonalization at limit X requires the choice

of a fundamental sequence {A[/i]}n<<i) for X, i.e., a strictly increasing sequence

of ordinals whose limit is X. In the example given, Gu(x) = Gu{x](x), where

u[x] = x.
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The choice of fundamental sequences is arbitrary. To avoid this, one might

consider, say, all "primitive recursive" fundamental sequences, using systems

of notation (Kleene [5]) to make this precise. If the classes so formed were

independent of the choice of fundamental sequences, the technique would be

justified. Axt [1], however, found that this fails at w2, and Feferman [2] found

an even more radical "breakdown" of the hierarchy at a2.

In view of the breakdown of the hierarchy, researchers have fallen back on

making unique choices of fundamental sequences, confining themselves to the

so-called "standard" fundamental sequences. The resulting hierarchies pro-

vide convincing classifications of the «-recursive functions (Robbin [8]) and

the functions primitive recursive in all finite types (Schwichtenberg [12]-also

known as the ordinal recursive functions, Wainer [14]). Thus far the

hierarchies in print extend over e0, but Wainer [15] states that he has extended

them up to r0, using the fundamental sequences in Feferman [3].

The notation of standard fundamental sequences for larger ordinals is

progressively more obscure. While we can see fairly natural choices for some

distance, there seems to be little point in further ad hoc methods. Rather, the

time has come to seek a general theory of subrecursive hierarchies. The first

step in such a program would be to seek conditions on systems of notation

sufficient to prevent the breakdown of the associated hierarchy, yet weak

enough to admit the accepted standard fundamental sequences. This paper

presents such a condition, called "p.r.-regulated", which guarantees the "sub-

recursive hierarchy equivalence property" (essentially, that the iteration and

enumeration hierarchies defined on the system of notation coincide and are

independent of fundamental sequences at each ordinal level).

In §2 we treat preliminary matters of encoding and standard fundamental

sequences. In §3 we define p.r.-regulated systems of notation, and present a

nontrivial example utilizing Schütte's Klammersymbols (this system embraces

the standard fundamental sequences). In §4 we define the subrecursive

hierarchy equivalence property and prove that every p.r.-regulated system of

notation satisfies this property. Finally, in §5 we outline areas of further

research which this result makes possible.

2. Preliminaries. 9t is the set of natural numbers (0, 1, 2, 3,...}. By

function, when the domain and range are not specified, we mean a function/:

91" -» 91, where n is a positive integer. A partial function is a function /:

% -» 91, where % C 91" for some positive integer n.

The class of primitive recursive functions is denoted 9. The class of

elementary functions (Grzegorczyk [4]) is denoted S. If S is a class of

functions, then S(S) is the class of functions elementary in S. If § =

{/,,... ,fm) is a finite set of functions, we also write S(/,,... ,/m).

{£"}n6gl is the Grzegorczyk Hierarchy [4].
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If Q (xi,..., xn) is a relation (or predicate), then the characteristic func-

tion of Q is defined by

Chare(x1,...,xn)=i1   tffß i*..""*»).
c^ " n}     \0   iff not ß(x,.x,),

Q is said to be elementary in S if Charß G S (S ).

The function/defined by

f(xx, ...,xn) =

the least z < xx such that g (z, x2,..., xn)

if such z exists,

0      otherwise,

is said to be defined by limited minimization, and is denoted by

J(xt,..., x„) - (/xz < xx)Q(xx,...,x„).

If / is a unary function, the iterates of / are defined by the primitive

recursion

J°(x) = x,   Jn+x(x)=J(Jn(x)).

In §4, following Schwichtenberg [10], we will use the following encoding

<x0.x„y of finite sequences of natural numbers x0,..., x„. A sequence

zm,..., zQ is a modijied binary representation of x if each z¡ (0 < i < m) is

either 1 or 2 and x = 2mzm + 2m_1zm_, + • • • +2zx + z0. The empty

sequence is taken as the modified binary representation of 0. Thus each

natural number x has a unique modified binary representation b(x), which

we shall write as a concatenation of digits b(x) = zmzm_x • • • z0. For exam-

ple, ¿(3) =11, b(5) = 21, and ¿(0) is the empty string.

The ternary value of a string of digits zmzm_x • • • z0 is t(zmzm_x • • • z^—

ynzm + 3m~xzm_x + • • • + 3zj + z0. The ternary value of the empty string is

0. Now let

<x0, xx,..., xn/ - /(¿(^OÔ^.OO • • • 0b(x0)).

For example, <3, 0, 5> = t(b(5)0b(0)0b(3)) = /(210011) = 571. The proper-
ties of this encoding which we will need are summarized in the following

lemma, most of which is taken from Schwichtenberg [10].

Lemma 1. (i) 2?_o3'*< < <*o> *..••.. *„> < 3nn?„0(*/ + I)2-
(ii) IJ x 7* 0 then there are unique k and unique x0, xx,. ..,  xk such that

x = <x0, xx,..., xk/ and xk ^ 0.

(iii) The jollowing junctions are elementary:
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Inn+l(xO> *!»•••> X„) — (x0, . . . , X„y,

Out(x, /) = (x).= x¡   where x = (x0, xx,..., x¡,... >,

Ln(x) = « + 1   ifx = (x0, xx,..., x„) and x„ ¥= 0,

= 0 // x = 0 = <0, 0, 0,... >,

Re( v, x) = < v, xx, x2,...)   where x = (x0, xx, x2,... >.

Proof. All of this is proven in Schwichtenberg [10], except the lower bound

on <x0,..., x„>:

<x0, xx,..., x„) = t(b(xn)0b(xn_x)0 ■ ■ ■ 0b(x0))

> 2 t(b(x,))3'> 2 3'x,..
i=0 i-O

In §3 we shall use the more common encoding [a0, . . . , an] =

Po°P\x • • -Pn"> where {/>,},e9t is ^e primitive recursive enumeration of the

primes (p0 — 2). The coordinate function for this encoding is

Co(z, i) = (pa< z)[pf\z andp?+x\z\

which is primitive recursive.

In §4 we shall define a sequence of functions which proceeds by enumera-

tion. The definition of this sequence depends on the assignation of an index

#h(f) to every function/in S (h), according to the following scheme:

f(xx, ...,xp) = h(xx,..., xp), #h(h) = <0,/7>,

f(xx, ...,x„)= Ccn (xx, ...,x„) = c, #A(C„C ) = <1, n, c>,

f(xx, ...,xn)= U'n (xx, ...,xn) = x,., #h( U' ) = <2, n, i),

f(x,y) = x+y, #A( + ) = <3)2>,

f(x,y) = x-y, #hr^) = (4,2),

/(^.. • • • > O #„(f) = < 5,n, #„(g), #h(kx),

= g{k\(xx, ...,x„),..., km(xx,..., x„)), ... ,#h(kJ),

f(xx, ...,xn)= 2 g(h x2,..., x„),     #h(f) = <6, n, #h(g)),
i<xt

f(xx, ...,xn)= II g(U x2,..., x„),     #h(f) = <7, n, #h(g)).
¡<x¡

This scheme of assigning indices to * actions of &(h) differs slightly but

inconsequentially from that of Schwichtenberg [10]; the above scheme is

closer to Grzegorczyk's definition of the class of elementary functions in [4].

Any function / which is elementary in h receives infinitely many indices

under this scheme; the scheme actually assigns indices to the various ways of
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defining/in S (h). However, this abuse of notation should not harm us.

If/ is an elementary function, then/can be defined without recourse to the

given initial function h. An index of an elementary function, with no instance

of (Q,p/ = #>,(«) in it, is called an absolute index, denoted #(/).

Notice that the class of indices and the class of absolute indices are

primitive recursive. Consequently there are primitive recursive predicates

Ind b iff b is an index of a function,

AInd b iff b is an absolute index of a function.

Now let

elh (b a) = Í f((a)& (a)i' • * • ' (a)»-i)   if b is an index of/relative t0 *.

1 0   otherwise.

Then elh & & (h); however, elh is primitive recursive in h.

The functions which we shall use to maniuplate this enumeration of $(h)

axe listed in the next lemma. Parts (i) and (ii) are found in Schwichtenberg

[10], and part (iii) is proven similarly.

Lemma 2. There are elementary Junctions Sb", It and Mnn such that:

(0   U J(xx, . . ■ , x„) = g(kx(xx, . . . , xn), . . . , km(xx, . . . , xn))   and

J, g,kx,...,kmE S (A), then Sb?(#h(g), #h(kx).#h(kJ) is an index
ojj, relative to h.

(ii) IJJ(x) = g"(x), where j, g E S (A), then It(n, #h(g)) is an index ojj,

relative to h.

(i») IJJ(y, xx,...,xn) = (pz < y)Q(z, xx,..., xn), where Q is a relation

elementary in h, then Afn„(#A(Charß)) is an index ojj, relative to h.

A normal junction is a continuous, strictly increasing function mapping an

initial segment of the ordinals to ordinals. Normal functions are discussed in

Veblen[13].

If X is a countable limit ordinal, then a Jundamental sequence for À is a

strictly increasing sequence of ordinals, whose supremum (or limit) is X. In

contexts where only one fundamental sequence for X is under discussion, we

write X[n] for the nth term in the fundamental sequence. Veblen [13] defined

the following standard jundamental sequences for ordinals < e0. If a < e0,

then there exist unique y < a and minimal ß < a such that a = ß + uy.

Further, if a is a limit, then y =£ 0. So by transfinite recursion we can define

,  ,      [ ß + uy~xn       if y is a successor,
<*["] = i i

{ ß + uy[nX if y is a limit.

This technique first breaks down at e0, since e0 is the least ordinal such that
e0 = u'o, by definition.
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Perhaps a clearer, if less succinct, way to think of the standard fundamen-

tal sequences is as follows: Any ordinal a > 0 can be expressed uniquely in

the so-called Cantor normal form

a = aa< + att* + • • • + co*

where a > a. > a2> • • • > ak. Further, if a is not an e-number (in particu-

lar, if a < e0), then a > a, > a2 > • • • > ak. From the definition of stan-

dard fundamental sequences, we have

a[n] = ((w"1 + • • • + «*-') + u*)[n]

= (u"1 + • • • + co^-1) + oi"k[n]

(u"' + • • • + io"*-' + u"k~xn    if ak is a successor,

«"•+•••+ co0*-1 + u"*ln]      if ak is a limit.

Using this formulation of the standard fundamental sequences, one readily

proves:

Lemma 3. Ife0 > co°+1 > ß, then (o>a + ß)[n] = <oa + ß[n].

3. Systems of notation. A system of notation consists of a set S, a function

| (called the absolute value function) mapping S onto an initial segment of

the countable ordinals, and a function Seq: S X 91 -» §, such that these

three conditions hold:

(i) if |j| = 0, then Seq(j, n) = s for all n E 91;

(ii) if \s\ is a successor, then Seq(i, n) = Seq(i, m) for all n, m £ 91, and

|Seq(i,0)| + l-|s|;
(iii) if \s\ is a limit, then |Seq(s, n)\, as a function of n, is a fundamental

sequence for \s\.

The following predicates, Zero, Sue and Lim, are elementary in a total

extension of Seq:

Zero s iff Seq(¿,, 0) = s,

Suc j iff Seq(s, 0) = Seq(s, l)¥= s,

Lim s iff Seq(.s, 0) * Seq(s, I).

These predicates distinguish between notations whose absolute values are 0, a

successor or a limit, respectively.

We will usually write s[n] for Seq(i, ri), even if not Lim s. Let s[nx, n2] =

(s[nx])[n2], and in general let

s[nx,..., nk,nk+x] = (s[nx,..., nk])[nk+x].

If Zero s or Sue s, we may write P (s) for Seq(j, 0). If n < u> we will write ñ for

any notation such that |n| = n. The ambiguity in our notation will not harm

us, since in our applications (§4) the functions indexed by finite notations «

will be determined by the absolute value n.
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Associated with a system of notation S is a partial ordering <s, defined as

follows:

s <s t iff there exist «,,..., nk (k > 0) such that í = t[nx,..., nk].

This relation is antireflexive, since if s <s t, then |j| < |/|. It is transitive,

since if r = s[nx,... ,nk] and s = t[mx,..., mp] then

r = t[mx, ...,mp,nx, ...,nk].

So it is a partial order.

A norm on a system of notation § is a function N: S -» 91 such that the

following three conditions hold:

(i) N (s) = 0 iff Zero s, for all s E S,

(ii) if s E S and Suc s, then N(P(s)) < N(s),

(iii) if s E S and Lim s, then N(s[n]) < N(s[n + I]), for all n E 91.

In view of (ii), N(k) > k, for all k E 91. Hence for a normed system of

notation, the following predicates are primitive recursive in any total

extensions of Seq and N:

Fin s iff for all k < N(s), not Lim s[0,..., 0] (k zeroes) iff |s| < a.

Inf 5 iff not Fin s iff |s| > w.

The function

Abs(s) = (pz < N(s)) [not Sue P2(s)]

is also primitive recursive in any total extensions of Seq and N. Note that if

|s| = X + n, where X is 0 or a limit, and « < w, then Abs(j) = n. In particu-

lar, if Fin s, then Abs(s) = \s\.

A normed system of notation is regulated if, for all s, t E §, if |j| < |/| and

Lim t, then |j| < |<[/V(j)]|. This condition is used to insure that the funda-

mental sequences rise "fast enough" since

|j[«]| > sup{|i| | |í|<|í| and N(t) < n),

in a regulated system of notation. We shall make a more detailed analysis of

the role of this condition after we have defined the subrecursive hierarchy

equivalence property in the next section.

A normed system of notation is p.r.-regulated if it is regulated, and Seq and

N can be extended to primitive recursive functions.

The remainder of this section will present a nontrivial p.r.-regulated system

of notation, based on Schütte's Klammersymbols [9]. Because this system has

an initial segment containing, for each limit a < e0, a notation s such that

\s\ = a and \s[n]\ is the standard fundamental sequence a[n] of a, the

subrecursive hierarchy defined on this system extends those previously in

print. However, the results of §4 are true of all p.r.-regulated systems of

notation, and are independent of the remainder of this section.

In Schütte's work a Klammersymbol is a symbol
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ía0ax- ■ ■ an\

\bobx---bn)

where a0, . . ., a„, b0,.. ., bn are ordinals and b0 < bx < • • • < b„. Schütte

shows how to extend the domain of any normal function/such that/(0) > 0

to the class of Klammersymbols. We shall be utilizing Schütte's extension of

the normal function/(a) = 1 + a. In that case the extension off, as defined

by Schütte, is as follows:

(0/(o)=/(û)=1 + û-
(")

1%    ax ■ ■ ■ an\

J\0     bx---bn)'

where ax i= 0, is the a0th common solution of the equations

-A
b0    bx

<h.'" an\

b2---b„)

where a\ < a, and b0 < bx.

(iii) If A and B are Klammersymbols which can be obtained from each

other by adding or deleting columns of the form (%), tnenf(A) = f(B).

Schütte proves that this extension of/is well defined. As Feferman remarks

in [3, p. 219],/(g *) = co6 + a,f(l \ j) = ¿b\a) and/(g ¡) = Ta.

Schütte proves the following useful facts:

Lemma 4. (i)

is a normal function of x.

(ii)

/
txax- ■ • an\

\bobx---bn)

ai<f\h h ...h)   ifa0*0andi>0.

Proof, (i) 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5 on p. 17 of [9].

(ii) 6.1 on p. 23 of [9].   □
We shall be dealing with notations for ordinals rather than ordinals

themselves. We shall let the natural number 0 be the only notation for the

ordinal 0. The other notations will be encodings of Klammersymbols. How-

ever, our Klammersymbols will have notations in the positions where Schütte

has ordinals. We want a way to encode such Klammersymbols in the natural

numbers. As a start, let us define
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la0ax- • • a„\

\b0bx---bn)
= nS» .bn -a, „b ?» n*.P0°PrP?PSl- '-P&PSi + l

= n p$p%+i
i<n

where (p,) is the primitive recursive sequence of primes.

This coding is not quite suitable, since it distinguishes matrices which differ

only by the presence or absence of columns headed by 0, whereas Schütte's

extension of /does not. By course-of-values recursion, we define the primitive

recursive function C, to "compress" out the columns headed by zero:

C(0) = 0,

C(l) = l,

c( n pf™>-0  n  *«*♦»)

where « is the least/ < z such that

Co(z, 2/) = 0 and there exists m,

2/ < m < z, such that Co(z, m) ¥^ 0,

if such/ exists;

z   otherwise.

C(z) =

Now let

¡a0    ax--a„\ l a0    ax • ■ • a„\

\bo    bx---b„)     c\b0    bx---b„j-

This is the encoding of the Klammersymbols we shall use.

Now we can define the underlying set S and the absolute value function of

our system of notation, as follows:

06 S,|0|=0;ifao.

then

and

, a„, b0,..., b„ E S    and   |60| < • • • <|è„|,

We adopt the following lexicographic ordering < i and lexicographic equiv-

alence =, from Schütte: 0 =, 0, and Ö < i / if / == Ö; if
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Hv-:£)and í=(X-'-'-cdn)'

where |ô0| - \d0\ < \bx\ = \dx\ < • • • < \bn\ - |¿„|, then 5 -, / if |q| = |c,|

for all /, and 5 <i r if there exists y such that |a,| < \cj\ but for all k > j,

1**1 = kfc|>
Notice that in this definition, if either of the notations 5 or t lacks a column

with a lower member whose absolute value is found in the other term, then

the missing column can be supplied, with an upper member of 0. Hence, for

all notations j,(£§, either s < 1 t, s =, t or s > 1 /. The next lemma follows

directly from the definition of <i and =,.

Lemma 5. Suppose

(ao---an\        . (Co-'-cA
S = [bo---bn)   and   "-(*••• <J'

where \b0\ < \bx\, \d0\ < \dx\, \bx\ - \d,\ < • • • < \b„\ = \d„\, and \a,\ = \c,\

for all i, 2 < i < n. Suppose \ax\ < \cx\, \bQ\ < \dQ\ and \aQ\ < \c0\. Then

s Kit.

Schütte proves the following useful lemma [9, p. 25 in the middle]:

Lemma 6. If s =xt, then \s\ = \t\. On the other hand, suppose

Then the following three statements determine the order of\s\ and \t\:

(ï)\s\<\t\iff\a\<\t\ for alii;
(ii) |i| = \t\ iff there exists i such that \a¡\ = \t\, and such that for all j, if

j < i then üj = 0, and iff > i then |a,.| < |r|;

(iii) \s\ > \t\ otherwise, i.e., iff one of these two subcases hold: (a) there exists

j such that \Oj\ > \t\; (b) there exist j, k such that a,- ¥= 0,y < k and \ak\ = \t\.

Our next objective is to define Seq. To do this we will need to be able to

recognize which notations are zero, successor or limit notations, by means of

a primitive recursive function K. (The predicates Zero, Sue and Lim are

defined using Seq, so they are not yet available to us.) As a step towards

distinguishing successor and limit notations, let us define the primitive

recursive predicate

Eps,   ¡ff  .J0*»    Co(ri)j

Lemma 7J/j£§ and Eps s, then \s\is an epsilon number.

Note. The converse is not true, for if |i| is an epsilon number, then
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loi = 1 + \s\ = |j| is also an epsilon number, but not Eps (g).

Proof. If s E S and Eps s, then

(an    a,     • • •     a„
s =

,0      1

where \bn\ > 1 and a„ ¥= 0. Hence

(>)-
<i

/«o    ai      "•■      a«\

By Lemma 6(ii), |f| = |s|. Hence co|f| = |s|. Consequently |s| is an epsilon

number.   D

Of course, every epsilon number is a limit, so if Eps s then |j| is a limit. On

the other hand, if s ^ 5 and not Epsi, then s = (ftf), and consequently

|j| = w|fc| + |a|. Hence |s| is a successor iff either a = b = Ö or |a| is a

successor; \s\ is a limit iff either a = 0 =**= b, or |a| is a limit. Accordingly we

will define the function K by course-of-values recursion:

K(s) =

0 iis = 0,

1 if, = ! = (?),

2 if Eps j, or if s = (y) for some b ¥= 5,

A (a) if s = (5 g) for some a ^ 6.

A is primitive recursive, since the existential quantifiers in the third and

fourth lines of the definition are bounded by s. Also, if s E S, then

0   if|j|=0,

K(s) = \l   if \s I is a successor,

2   if |i| is a limit.

Now to define Seq. If K(s) = 0 then s = Ö and we must define Seq(s, n) =

Ö for all n. If A(i) = 1, then either í = Ï or s = (fj r) where A(a) = 1. For

these cases we define Seq by course-of-values recursion on s:

Seq(s, n) = \ (a,n)    b\ (a    b\
K     ' if 5-   _    _    forsomea,A(a) = 1.
5       \) lo   1/

One readily proves, by complete induction on s, that if K(s) = 1, then

|Seq(i, n)\ + 1 = \s\, for all n E 91.

If K(s) = 2, we will distinguish three types of limit notations. Let
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where a¡ =£ 0 for all i, 0 < / < m.

Then

Type, 5 iff K(a0) = 2;

Type2 s iff K(aQ) = 1 and b0 = 0;

Type3 s iff K(a0) = 1 and b0 =£ 0.

If Type, s, then let

Seq(j, n) = I
Seq(a0, n)    ax • ■

b0 bx • •

If Type2 s, then Seq(s, n) is defined by primitive recursion on n:

Seq(a0, 0)    ax ■ ■ ■ a
Seq(i, 0) = Se

0 bx • • • b„

««./. .j.n     iSe<l(5'/I)     Secl(ai'M)    «2
Seq(i, n + 1) =

\ Seq(ô„ /i) bx b2 bj

where Sc(/) = (5 f). We shall observe at this point that if Type2 s, then Eps s.

For if not Eps s, then 5 = (g-f), where a = a0, b = ax. But then |i| = <o'6' +

|a|, which is a successor, since K(a) = K(a0) = 1 when Type2 s. This

contradicts the assumption that K(s) = 2. Consequently, Eps 5 if Type2 s.

Then we also have Eps t, where

/ =
Seq(a0, 0)    ax • • • a„

0 6, • • • K

Hence

,[0]| = -ww + 1=|/| + 1.

If Type3 s, then Seq(j, n) is given by primitive recursion on «:

Seq(j, 0) = Ö,

Seq^^l)^^^^ ¿o 6i fr-

it is easy to prove, by complete induction on s, that if A(j) = 2, then

{|Seq(i, /i)|}n<w is a fundamental sequence for |j|.

The definition of Seq, which we have broken up in pieces, can be collected

into a single definition, proceeding by course-of-values recursion on s and
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primitive recursion on n. This is an unnested double recursion, and hence is

reducible to a primitive recursion.

The norm we choose to regulate S is a "symbol counting" norm:

JV(0) = 0,

n(ï) = n({A = i,

( v • ■II)= l + N(a°)+ • • • + *(a-) + N^ + • • •+ N(b*)>

if a, ■£ Ö for all /, 0 < i < n.

N

N is defined by course-of-values recursion, so it is primitive recursive. By

complete induction on s, one can show that if K(s) = 1, then N(P(s)) =

N(s) - 1; and if K(s) = 2, then N(s[n]) < N(s[n + 1]) for all n E 91.

Theorem 8. // s, t E §, |/| is a limit, and \s\ < \t\, then \s\ < |r[Af(s)]|.

Hence S is a p.r.-regulated system of notation.

Proof. If í = 0 then the theorem is trivial, so we may assume s =£ 5. The

proof is by complete induction on /. There are two major cases: either s <\t

or s > i /.

Case (i): s <\ t. We can write

_(a0- ■ ■ ar • • ai+m\ h

\bn- • • b¡- ■ ■ b¡+m) " \t

CJ '    ' O+m

dj • • • dJ+m

where \b,+k\ = l4+*|_for all k, 0 < k < m; \a¡\_< |c,|; \al+k\ = \cJ+k\ for all

k, 1 < k < m; ak =£ 0 for all k < i; and ck ¥= 0 for all k < j. By Lemma 4,

la*l ̂  \s\ < 1^1 f°r all k, 0 < k < i + m. If we can also show that s < i
f[WC0]. then we can deduce that |i| < |f[iV(s)]|, by Lemma 6. We shall either

do this, or show \s\ < \t[N(s)]\ directly, for each of the following seven

subcases:

(a)y > 2,

(b)y' = 1, Type, t,

(c)y - 1, Type21,

(d)y = 1, Type31,

(e)y = 0, Typet t,
(f)y = 0,Type2r,

(g)y = 0, Type31.

Subcase (i, a):y > 2. Then t[N(s)] is of the form

(co '     ' Cj-\      cj '     ' Cj+m \

d¿---d¡_x dj---dj+mj
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so s <i /[#(■$)], for the same reason î <ií, since the decisive columns (/

through / + m) for the lexicographical ordering are the same for t and

t[N(s)].

Subcase (i, b):/ = 1, Type, t. Then

t[N(s)] = N*«]     cf--c1+m\

\      d0 a", • • • dx+mJ

Again the decisive columns for the lexicographical ordering relative to 5 are

the same for / and t[N(s)], so s < i /[A/(i)].

Subcase (i, c):/ = 1, Type21. Then

t[N(s)] =
Cl + m

dl + m

t[N(s)-l]     cx[N(s)-l]    c2

dx[N(s)-l] dx d2

If Lim cx, then by induction

K|<hi>te)]| <\ci[N(at) + N(b,)]\ <\cx[N(s) - 1]|,

so s <i t. If Sue c, then \a,\ < \P(cx)\ - |cj[A^(í) - 1]|. If |a,| < |P(c,)| then

s <i *[#($)]. If |a,| = |-P(c,)|, we reason: If / = 0, then the extra leading

column in t[N(s) - 1] gives s <i t[N(s)]; if / > 0 then \b,_x\ < \b,\ = \dx\, so

by induction \b,_x\ < \dx[N(b,_x)]\ < \dx[N(s) - 1]|, whence s <i t[N(s)l

Subcase (i, d):/ = 1, Type31. Then

t\N(s)]=\t[N{S)'l]     P(Co)     Cx'--Cx-

[d¿N(s)-\]       d0       dx---dx+m

In this case the decisive columns of í[A/(í)] and t, for determining the

lexicographical order relative to s, axe the same. Hence s <x t[N(s)].

Subcase (i, e):j = 0, Type, t. Then

t[N(s)] = HN^    Cx'--CA
\      d0 dx- • • dmj

By transfinite induction,

N<M*(*,)]| <\co[N(a,) + 1]| <\c0[N(s)]\.

Consequently, s <i i[A/(j)].

Subcase (i, f): / = 0, Type2 t. Then |6,.| = |a*0| = |0| = 0, so b, = 5, whence

i = 0. Thus

("0      a\' • ' am\ (C0      Cl ' • • Cm\
s = I -     . .1   and   / =

0     bx---bm)

where |a0| < |c0|. By Lemma 4 (i),

0    a",
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w<

t[N(s)] =

<\t[o]\ <|/[Ar(,)]|.
P(c0)    Ci • • • c„

5     dx---d„

Subcase (i, g):y = 0, Type3 t. Then

t[N(s)-l]     P(c0)    cx---cm

dn[N(s)-l] dn dx---dm

By transfinite induction, |a,_,| < |/[JV(úri_1)]| < |í[A/(í) - 1]|, and similarly

l*/-il < \do[N(s) - l]\. Also \a¡\ < \P(c0)\, since \a\ < |c0|. By Lemma 5, s

<it[N(s)].

This concludes the proof of Case (i).

As for Case (ii), s > i t, let us write

_(co" • Cm\

where c, ¥= Ö for all i, 0 < i < m. By Lemma 6(iii),

either |j| < |c¿| for some k, 0 < k < m,

or |j| = |c¿| for some k, 1 < k < m.

It is more convenient to consider the equivalent pair of subcases:

either |s| < |c0|

or |i| < \ck\ for some k, 1 < k < m.

Each of these possibilities will be further analyzed according to the type of t,

giving six subcases in all.

Subcase (ii, a): |s| < |c0|, Type, r. By transfinite induction,

c0[JV(j)]    c, • • • cJ+

d0 dx • • • dJ+

Subcase (ii, b): |j| < |c0|, Type2 /. Then

M<H>(*)]|< = \t[N(s)]\.

|i|<|P(c0)|<
P(c0)    cx yj + m

d\ • • • dj+t
<|r[0]| <\t[N(s)]\.

Subcase (ii, c): |s| < |c0|, Type31. Then

|5|<|P(C0)|<        0 P(C0)       CX'"C>»
"       ' °H d0[0] dn dx---dm

Subcase (ii, d): |.s| < \ck\ for some k, 1 < k < m; Type, t. Then

M0 **1 um

Subcase (ii, e): |j| < |c^| for some k, 1 < k < m; Type21. Then

-|r[i]| <|/[^w]|.

-|/[0]|<|r[JV(5)]|.
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/»(C0)       C,

5 d
<l'[o]| <K* m]|.

Subcase (ii, 0: \s\ < |c*| for some k, l < k < m; Type3 /. Then

Ô
N<N< *('o) -|/[i]|<Kivw]|.

|*o[0]       d0       dx--.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.   □

Finally we will show that S contains a set of notations corresponding to

the standard fundamental sequences. The simplest notation for e0 is evidently

(I). We shall see that if s <§ (£) and Lim s, then \s[n]\ = \s\[n], where |i|[«] is

the standard fundamental sequence for |s|.

Theorem 9. (i) // s E S, s ¥= Ö, and s <s (£), then s = (f $), where \a\ <

031*1 + 1

(ii) //sE§,j<s$ a/ia* Lim j, then \s[n]\ = |í|[/i], wAere |s|[«] is the

standard fundamental sequence for \s\.

Proof, (i) If s <§ (£) = e, then s = *?[«,,..., nk] for some natural num-

bers «,,..., nfc. The proof is by induction on k. If k = 1, then s — e[n]. The

notation e is type 3, and its fundamental sequence is given by

e[0]=0,      e[n+l] =
e[n]    0

1       2

0    e[n]

Ö      Ï
Trivially |0| < «l'wl+1, so each of the nonzero terms of this sequence satisfies

the result.

To prove the induction step, suppose s = e[nx,..., nk, n] = t[n] where

t = e[nx,..., nk]. By induction, either Zero / or t = (§ £) where |a| < <J*I+1.

If Zero /, then Zero s, and there is nothing to prove. If Sue r, then

s m t[n] = P(t) = (Pö°)f), where \P(a)\ < |a| <_w|6|+-'. If Lim t, there are

three cases: Lim a; or a = 0 and Lim b; or a = 0 and Sue b.

Case (i, a): Lim a. Then Type, /, and t[n] = ("tf1 f), where \a[n]\ < \a\ <
Wl*l+T.

Case (i, b): a = 5 and Lim b. Then Type,f, and

b[n]

10       Ï
where |5| < »WH+J.

Case (i, c): a = 0 and Sue b. Then Type3 t, and

<[.,-(*!)-

l[0] = 0,       t[n + 1] =     L_J       v '

\   0 1    ,
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Induction on n shows that |r[w]| = «l'(i)' n. For the nonzero terms t[n + 1] of

this sequence, we have

again confirming the result.

(ii) By complete induction on |s|. In part (i), we have seen that s = (gf),

where |a| < w'6'+1. There are three cases: Lim a; or a = Ö and Lim b; or

a = 0 and Sue b.

Case (ii, a): Lim a. Then Type, s, and

U[n]    b\
.[,.]|- -«w+K*]|-(«w+M)[»]-l44

0       II

using Lemma 2 for the third equality.

Case (ii, b): a = 0 and Lim b. Then Type, s, and

\b[n]
r[„]|-

1
_ „1*1-11 - ««*«[«] =|*|[n].

Case (ii, c): a = 0 and Sue ¿>. Then Type3 s, and

i]    P(ô)1

Ï   (
By induction on n, \s[n]\ = w|P(fr)l/i = J*1^] = |s|[«].

s[0]=0,       s[n + l]
\ 5

4. The subrecursive hierarchy equivalence property. Given a system of

notation S, we can define sequences of functions indexed by notations of the

system. For example, in Schwichtenberg [10] we find

2* if Zero s,

G,(x) = ■ Gp(s)(x)    if Sues,

G,ix](x)     if Lim s.

Let §, = $ (G,), and let S* - S { G,\t <s *}•
Unfortunately, for arbitrary systems of notation, we cannot prove even

simple desirable properties of the functions G,, such as strict monotonicity.

To get around this, Lob and Wainer [7] propose

Ps(x) =

2X if Zero s,

F%M(x) if Sues,

FAxÍP,(x))    if Lim s,

where p,(0) = 0, ft(l) = 1, p,(x) = (pz > p,(x - l))(Vv < x) [F,ly](z) <

PS[X](Z)] üx > 2. Lob and Wainer show that F, is totally defined for all s £ S

(this amounts to showing that ps is totally defined for all limit notations), and
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that Fs is strictly increasing for all s E S. Let % = $ (Fs), and let f* =

&{F,\t <ss).
In addition to the functions Gs and Fs, we shall consider enumeration

functions Es, proposed by Schwichtenberg [10]. For s E §, let

0 if Zero s,

Es (b, a) = \ el" (b, a)        if Sue s, where H = EpU),

elH ((b) v a)    if Lim s, where H = Esi(b)o}.

Let $s = & (Es). (There is no need to define &*, since E, E Ss if / <s s.) If

JE&s,let#s(f)=#Ei(f).
We shall say that a system of notation has the subrecursive hierarchy

equivalence property if it has the following two properties:

(i) Ss = % = S? - g, - %* for allí G S;
(ii) if |j| = |i| then S, - $„ for all s, * E §.

(Axt [1] called (ii) the uniqueness property.) Our objective is to prove that if S

is a p.r.-regulated system of notation, then S has the subrecursive hierarchy

equivalence property.

Although we shall not explicitly prove it, our techniques can be used to

show that if Seq has a total extension which is primitive recursive, then

§s Ç S* C S, C 5j ç If* for all s £ S. P.r.-regulation makes two contribu-

tions: first, it enables us to bound p, by a primitive recursive function,

uniformly in / (Lemma 12(i)); and second, it enables us to bound Fs in terms

of Gt, if |s| = |r| (Lemma 14). Because p, is bounded by a primitive recursive

function, uniformly in t, a recursion theorem argument found in Schwichten-

berg [10] can be adapted to prove not just that §f C Ss, but also 'S* C &s

(Theorem 21). Because Fs can be bounded in terms of G, if \s\ = |/|, we can

adapt the proof that &s Ç <SS to also show that &s Q §, (Theorem 18). These

strengthened containments suffice to prove the subrecursive hierarchy equiva-

lence property.

The simple majorization properties of the functions Fs which we shall use

are listed in the following lemma.

Lemma 10. (i)2x < Gs(x) < Fs(x)Joralls E S.

(ii) x2 < Fö(x) = Gô(x) = 2X ijx * 3.

(iii) Fs[b](x) < Fs(x) ijb < x, 2 < x, and not Zero s.

(iv) Fô(xy) > xy+x ijx > 4 and y > 1.

(v) Fs(x) > Gs(x) > Gk(x) = Fk(x) ijx > max (k, 1) and \s\ > \k\ = k.

(vi) Fsm(x) > (Fs(x))m ijx> lorm> 1.

(\ii)Fsn(x) + Fsm(x) < FT"**"- n)+I(je).

(vüi) Ft"ix)Ftmix) < Fsm^m-n)+x(x).

iix)iF?ix)y < F?+\x).
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Proof. These are proven by either finite or transfinite induction. As an

example, we prove (ix). The proof is by induction on «. If n = 0 and x =?*= 3

then

(F,°(x))x= xx < (2X)X= 2*2 < 22* = /#(*) < F2(x).

If n = 0 and x = 3 then

(¿?(3))3=33<22'-/tf(3)<F/(3).

Now the induction step: let v = F,(x); then

(F?+x (x))X= (F,"F,(x))x= (F,»(y))x< (F?(y)f

< F,»+2 (y) = F,»+2F,(x) = F;+3 (x).

The following lemma is well known. Part (i) is proven in Lob and Wainer

[7], and part (ii) is an immediate consequence, because of Lemma 10(v).

Lemma 11. (i) For all n e 91, 9S - §s = s"+3-
(ii) //Inf s, then 9 C §, and 9 C 9,.

Let M(s) = max{JV(s), Pm(s)|m < Abs(s)}. Then M(s) is primitive

recursive. Consequently A/(Seq(s, x)) is also primitive recursive. So there

exists k such that if max(s, x) > k, then M(Seq(s, x)) < C,(max(s, x)) for all

notations / such that |r| > k. Now if x > max(s, k), then max(s, x) = x > k,

so

M(Seq(s, x)) < <7,(max(s, x)) - G,(x),   for all t, \t\ > k.

The value of k will remain fixed through the rest of this paper. The next

four lemmas (12-15) are the essential ones in the proof of the theorems in this
section.

Lemma 12. (i) If Lim t, then p,(x) < <_?¿-(max(f, x)).

(ii) If\s\ < \t\ andx > max(k, M(s)), then F,(x) < G,(x) < Ft(x).

Proof. By simultaneous transfinite induction on |r|. If Zero r, then (i) and

(ii) are vacuous.

Suppose Sue t. Then again (i) is vacuous. The proof of (ii) has four

subcases: (a) \s\ < \P(t)\; (b) |s| = \P(t)\ = 0; (c) |s| = |P(r)| and Suc s; (d)

|s| = |P(r)| and Lim s.

Subcase (a): Suc t and |s| < |P(r)|- Then by induction

Fs(x) < GHl)(x) < GxPU)(x) = Gt(x).

Note that x > max(Af (s), k), so x > I. Also G>w(x) > x, so G>w(x) >

GP(t)(x).

Subcase (b): Sue t, \s\ = \P(t)\ = 0. This is trivial.

Subcase (c):  Sue t, \s\ = |P(r)| and Suc s. The transfinite induction
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hypothesis tells us

FP(s)(x) < GPU)(x)   iix> max(Af (s), k) > max(A/(P(s)), k).

Finite iteration of this gives

Fp,s)(x) < Gp,,)(x)   ii x > max(M(s), k), for all n > 0.

In particular, Fs(x) = F^s)(x) < G^t)(x) = G,(x).

Subcase (d): Sue t, \s\ = |P(/)| and Lim s. Since |í| < |/|, by complete

induction using (i) we have

ps(x) < Gk(xnax(s, x)) = Gk(x)

since x > k and x > M(s) > s. Hence

Es(x) = Fslx]ps(x) < Fs[x]Gk(x).

Now let.y = GpW(x) > Gk(x), since Inf P(t) and x > k. So

Fs(x) < Fslx]Gk(x) < Fslx](y).

Now y = Gm(x) > Gk(x) > M(s[x]) > Nis[x]),   so   \s[x]\ < \P(t)[y]\.

Hence

E*(x) < Fsix](y) < Gp(t)[y](y) = GPU)(y)

= GpU)GpU)(x) = Gp<ñ(x) < GpU)(x) = G,(x).

Here note that y > max(M (s[x]), k), so that (ii) applies by induction. Also

x > max(M(s), k) > M(s) > N(s) > 1, so x > 2.

This completes the proof of (ii) if Sue /.

Suppose Lim t. With regard to (i),

p,(0) = 0 < Gk(xnax(t, 0)),       p,(l) = 1 < Gk(xnax(t, 1)),

and for x > 2, if y < x then by transfini te induction using (ii)

E,iy]Gk(xnax(t,x)) < Fl[x)Gk(max(t,x)),

since Gk-(xnax(t, x)) > k when x > 2, and G^(max(i, x)) > Gk(max(t, y)) >

M(t[y]). By the definition of p,(x), p,(x) < Gk(max(t, x)).

To prove (ii) if Lim t: if |i| < |r| and x > max(k, M(s)) > N(s), then

|i| < |i[*]|, so

Fs(x) < Gllx](x) = Gt(x) < F,(x),

by complete induction.

Lemma 13. // Lim t, \s\ < \t\ and x > m&x(k, M(s) + 1), then Fsx(x) <

G,(x) < F,(x).

Proof. We adjoin to the system of notation a notation r such that Sue r,

P(r) = s, and N(r) = N(s) + 1. The resulting system is still regulated, for if

Lim a and |a| > |r| > \s\, then \q[N(r)]\ = \q[N(s) + l]\ > \q[N(s)]\ > \s\,
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so |ff[W(r)]| > \r\. So the expanded system of notation is p.r.-regulated. Now

note that M(r) < M(s) + 1. So if x > max(k, M(s) + 1) then x >

max(k, M(/•)). By the previous lemma, Ff(x) = Fr(x) < G,(x) < F,(x) if

x > ma\(k, M(s) + 1).

Lemma 14. 7/|s| = |r| and y > Gk( ma\(M(s), x)), then F,(x) < G,(y).

Proof. By transfinite induction on |r|. If Fin t, then F, = G,, and the result

is trivial since F, is strictly increasing.

If Suc t and Inf t, we begin by proving

FpU)(x) < G%\y)   ify> Gk(max(M(s), x))

for all positive integers n. The proof is by induction on «. If n = 1 and

y > Gk(max(M(s), x)) > Gk(max(M(P(s)), x)), then by the transfinite in-

duction hypothesis, Fpis)(x) < GP(t)(y). For the finite induction step,

FHs){x) = Pp(s)FHs)(x) < fp(s)gpO) (y)

< G^G^Gfa^y) - G2"(,V(v).
As justification, note that

GpU)Gp\7)\y) > Gk{max{M(s),G2P%\y)))

since Inf P(t). The second inequality now follows by the transfinite induction

hypothesis.

To prove the lemma when Sue t, we have

Ft(x) - *?(,)(*) < G&T'OO < Gko(y) = G,(y),
since v > Gk(ma\(M(s), x)) > 2x - 1.

To prove the lemma if Lim r, we have

Fs(x) - Fs[x)Ps(x) < Fs[x]Gk(max(s,x))

< F,lx](y) < Glly](y) = G,(y),

by Lemma 12(i) and (ii). Note that

v > Gk(max(M(s),x)) > Gk(max(s, x)) > M(s[x]) > N(s[x]),

so |s[x]|< |/[ v]|.    D

The following lemma will play the role of the "annihilator" in Robbin's

work [8].

Lemma 15.7/6„ b2.bj < n andf > F,(n + 2), then

Zero s[bx, b2,..., bj].

Proof. By complete induction on |s|. If Zero s, this is trivial. Suppose not

Zero s. If j > F,(n + 2) > F,[b¡](n + 2), then y - 1 > F,[bi](n + 2). So by
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complete induction (note \s[bx]\ < \s\ if not Zero s),

\s[bx,b2,..., bj]\=\s[bx][b2,..., bj]\ = 0.   D

As already indicated, the proof of the first stage (Theorem 18: if |s| = |r|

then Ss C §, and Ss Q §,) will be founded on the preceding Lemmas 12-15.

To complete the proof, we introduce notation to analyze the process of

computing Es(b, a), for s E § and b, a E 91. We will then define a predicate

CT capable of recognizing correct computations of Es(b, a), suitably en-

coded. Lemmas 12-15 will serve to estimate the length of such computations,

and so establish Theorem 18.

Let us write (s, b, a) -» (/, d, c), where s, t E S and b, a,d,cE 91, if

Ind b, Ind a and one of the following six cases holds:

(i) Suc s, b = <0, 2>, / = P(s), d = (a)0 and c = (a),;

(ii) Lim s, b = <0, 2>, / = sKa)^], d = (a)ox, and c = (a),;

(iii) j = t, b = <5, n, e, dx,..., dm}, m = (e)x, d = d, for some / (1 < / <

m), and a = c;

(iv) s = t, b = <5, n, d, ex, . . . , em/, m = (d)x, and c =

<e/"(<?„ a),..., elH(em, a)> where H = Es;

(v) s = t, b = <6, n, d), c = </, (a),, (a)2,... > = Re(i, a) for some / <

(o)0;

(vi) s = t, b = <7, n, d}, and c = </, (cr)„ (a)2,... > = Re(/, a) for some

i < (a)0.

Intuitively, the relation (j, b, a) -» (i, a", c) holds if one would naturally use

elE,(d, c) in the computation of elE,(b, a). Let us say that (s, b, a) is terminal

if there is no (t, d, c) such that (s, b, a) -» (f, d, c). Informally, this means that

elE'(b, a) can be computed immediately, without recourse to any scratch

computations elE,(d, c). The triple (s, b, a) is terminal iff it falls under one of

the following six cases:

(vii) not Ind b;

(viii) b = <0, 2> and Zero s;

(ix) b = <1, «, a> = #(Q), where n > 1;

(x) Z> = <2, «, i> = #(U'), where 1 < i < n;

(xi)Ä = <3,2> =#(+);

(xii)ô = <4,2> =#(-).
Let (s, b,a)-+* (t, d, c) be the transitive closure of the relation ->; i.e.,

(s, b, a) -> * (/, d, c) iff there exists n > 0 and (50, 60, a0),..., (s„, bn, an)

such that

(j, b, a) = (s0, b0, a0) -> (5,, 6„ a,) ->-> (5„, 6„, a„) = (i, a*, c).

In particular, (s, b,a)-** (s, b, a) for all (s, b, a), even if (s, b, a) is terminal.

Lemma 16. // (s, b, a) -> * (/, d, c), then
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(i) elK(d, c) < Fsb(M(s) + a + k + 1), where K = Et;

(ii)d< Fsb(M(s) + a + k+ 1);

(iii) c < Fsb(M(s) + a + k+ 1).

// (s, 2>, a) -> * (t, d, c) and Fin s, then

(iv)elK(d,c)<Fb(a + l);

(y)d<Fb(a+l);

(vi)c<Fb(a+l).

Proof. Throughout the proof we let z = M(s) + a + k + 1, y = M (t) +

c + k + 1, K ■ Et, H = Es. The proof is by complete induction on |j| and

then on b. Now either (s, b, a) is terminal or it is not. We consider first the

case (s, b, a) is terminal. In this case we are only considering (s, b, a) -» *

(s, b, a); i.e., (s, b, a) = (/, d, c). Trivially

d - b < Fb(a + 1) < Fb(M(s) + a + k+ 1),

c = a < Fb (a + 1) < Fb (M (j) + a + k + 1).

We can establish the lemma by proving elH(b, a) < Fb(a + 1), for then

elK(d, c) = elH(b, a) < Fb(a + 1) < Fb(M(s) + a + k + 1). This is trivial

in all six subcases, (vii)-(xii).

If there exists (/, d, c) such that (s, b, a) -> (t, d, c), then by induction

(since (t, d,c)->* (t, d, c))

elK(d, c) < Ff(M(t) + c + k + 1) = F?(y),

d<F?(y),       c<Ff(y),

where y may be replaced by c + 1 if Fin /.

Suppose we can show that F?(y) < Fb(z) (if Fin s, that F?(c + 1) <

Fbia + 1)). If is, b, a) ^ it, d,c)^* (»,/, e), then

elJ (/, e) < Ff iy) < Fb (z),   where J = £„,

/<F/(7)<F/(z),

e<Ffiy)<Fbiz),

by induction. (If Fin s, y may be replaced by c + 1 and z by a + 1.) So to

prove the induction step we will need

elK(d,c)<Fb(z)^

d < Fb (z) I       for   (s, b, a) -> (t, d, c),

c<Esb(z)\
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el"(b,a)<Fb(z))

b < Fb (z) >       for   (s, b, a) ->*(s, b, a).

a<Fb(z)\

The last two of these are trivial. So we must show the other four and also

F,d(y) < Fs(z) (replace y by c + I and z by a + 1 if Fin s). The proof has

six subcases, as listed in the definition of the relation -*. We will only prove

the hardest subcases, which are (ii) and (iv); the others are proven similarly.

The following proofs remain valid if y is replaced by c + 1 and z by a + 1

when Fin s, except as noted.

Subcase (ii): Lim s, b = <0, 2>, t = s[(a)nn], d = (a)ox, c = (a),. Then

c < a, and d < a.

Now if |r| > \k\ = k, then

v = M(t) + c + k + 1 = M(s[(a)Q0]) + c + k + 1

< Fk(M(s) + a + k+l) + a + k+l

<Fk2(M(s) + a + k+l) = F¿(z).

Let w = Fk(z). Then w > v > A7(r) + 1 and w > k, so by Lemma 13

<?/" (¿>, a) = elK (d, c) < Ff (y) < ¿7 (w) < F, (w)

= F^(z) < F,F2(z) = Fj(z) < Fb(z).

But if |/| < k, this argument does not apply, but rather we use the fact that

Fin/:

elH(b, a) = elK(d, c) < Ff (c + 1) < Ff (a + 1) < Ff (z)

< 77 (w) < 77, (h>) < 7^(7) < F,F2(z) < F? (z) < Fb (z).

Of course we also have (no matter what the value of |f|)

d< a < Fb (z),      c < a < Fb (z).

Subcase (iv): s = t, b = <5, n, e,fx,... ,/m>, m = (e)x, d = e and c =

(elH(fx,a),...,el"(fm,ay>.Then

c < 3"(elH (/„ a) + if • • • (elH (/„, a) + if

<3m(F¡>(z) + lf---(F¡»(z) + lf

<3-(F/' + '(z))2.--(F/»+'(z))2

< 3mT/'+2(z)- • • F{~+2(z)

by   Lemma   10(ix).   Let   w = max(/, + 2.fm + 2) + 2m — 2 =

max(/,,... ,fm) + 2m. Then by Lemma 10(viii)
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c < 3mF/'+2(z) • • • F{-+2(z) < 3*77 (z).

But 3m < 4m = (Fö(2))m < Ff (2) < F™ (2) < Fsm(z), by Lemma 10(vi). So

c < 3mF/(z) < Fsm(z)Fsw(z) < F;*1 (z)

using Lemma 10(viii) again. Now

w+ 1 =max(/„...,/m) + 2m + 1

</. + ••• +fm + 2e+l<b,

using Lemma l(i). All together, c < Fsw+X(z) < Fb(z). Trivially, d < b <

Fb(z). And finally, we estimate

elH(b, a) - elK(d, c) < Ff (y) = F?(M(t) + c + k + 1)

< Ff(M(s) + Frx (z) + k+l)< F?FtFrx (z)

= Ef+W+2 (*)•

Now d+w + 2 = e + 2m + max(/„ ... ,/J + 2 < 3e +/, + •• • + /m

+ 2 < b, using Lemma l(i). So all together

el»(b, a) = elK(d, c) < F/OO < Fsd+W+2 (z) < F*(z).

The proofs of subcases (i) and (iii) are trivial. Subcases (v) and (vi) require

a trivial application of Lemma 10(viii) and (ix), respectively.

This completes the proof of the lemma.   D

For any given s E S and b,a E 91, the calculation of Es(b, a) can be

envisioned   as   proceeding   along   a   branching   tree.   Thus   if   b =

<5, n,e,jx,... ,jmy, where m = (e)x, the tree branches into nodes for the

calculations of elH(jx, a),..., elH(jm, a), and also for

el»(e,(el»(jx,a),...,el»(jm,a))),

where H = Es. In general, there will be a node for each (t, d, c) such that

(s,b,a)^*(t,d,c).
Let us augment the nodes of the tree with a fourth component, so that the

nodes are of the form (t, d, c, elK(d, c)), where K = E,. Usual coding tech-

niques enable us to encode in 91 such "computation trees". This can be done

so that there is a primitive recursive predicate CT(s, b, a, z) which recognizes

the correct encoding z of the computation tree for elH(b, a), and so that there

is a primitive recursive function V(z) which extracts elH(b, a) from z.

To   proceed   further,   we   want  an   estimate   of   the   size   of  z.   If

(t, d, c, elK(d, c)) is a node of z, then (s, b,a)->* (t, d, c), so d, c, elK(d, c)

< Fb(M(s) + a + k + 1), by Lemma 16. Also / = s[nx,..., nk], where

«,.nk < Fb(M(s) + a + k + 1), and

k < Fs(Fb(M(s) + a + k + l) + 2)
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by Lemma 15. Since Seq is primitive recursive, we can bound t primitive

recursively in F,(Fb(M(s) + a + k + I) + 2). The number of branches at

the node (t, d, c, elK(d, c)) is < d < Fb(M(s) + a + k + 1). To bound the

length of paths in the computation tree, we first notice that any path will

consist of sections in which the first component remains constant, but the

second component decreases. Since the second component is

< Fb(M(s) + a + k+ 1),

this bounds the length of any section in which the first component remains

constant. The number of maximal sections in a path is bounded by

F,(Fb(M(s) + a + k + 1) + 2), by Lemma 15. The product of these two

bounds must bound the length of any path. All together, we can define a

primitive recursive function A (u) such that

z < A(u)   for all u > F,(Fb (M(s) + a + k + 1) + 2).

Thus we have the following "normal form" theorem:

Lemma 17. There exists a primitive recursive predicate CT(s, b, a, z), and

primitive recursive functions V(z) and A(u) such that for all s E S and all

b,aE%, ifu > F,(F,(M(s) + a + k + 1) + 2), then

elH(b, a)= V(pz < A(u))CT(s, b, a, z),

where H = E,.

Now we can prove:

Theorem 18. For alls, t E §, //|s| = |r|, then S, ç 9, and &, ç §r

Proof. If Fin s, the result is known (Schwichtenberg [10]).

If Inf s, we prove only the harder case, if Lim s. Let r = s[(b)0], 77 = Er,

d = (b)x, and u = Fr(Fb(M(s) + a + k + I) + 2). Then E,(b, a) -

el"(d, a) = V((pz < A(u)) CT(r, d, a, z)). Now

u = Fr(Frb(M(s) + a + k+l) + 2)< Fb+2(M(s) + a + k + 1)

< FrMM+a+b+k+\M(s) + a + b + k+l)

< F,(M(s) + a + b + k+ 1)

< G,Gk(M(s) + a + b + k + l)

< F,Gk(M(s) + a + b + k + 1),

by Lemmas 13 and 14. Hence the following is true, if we let

either w = G,Gk(M(s) + a + b + k + l)

or w = F,Gk(M(s) + a + b + k + 1):

E,(b, a) =V((pz< A(u))CT(r, b, a, z)),
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which is elementary in Seq, M, Gk and either G, or Ft, depending on the

choice of w. But Seq, M, Gk E 9 Ç §, n %, by Lemma 11 (ii), since Inf /, so

Es is elementary in Gt and in Ft.

We now turn to the second stage of the proof that every p.r.-regulated

system of notation has the subrecursive hierarchy equivalence property; i.e.,

proving the converse containments to Theorem 18. Our technique, using a

form of the Recursion Theorem, is adapted from Schwichtenberg [10]. The

only obstacle is that we are allowing Seq and N to be primitive recursive

rather than only elementary. The next lemma provides certain functions for

manipulating indices to get around this difficulty. They are all constructed by
familiar techniques.

Lemma 19. (i) There is a primitive recursive Junction Gr(s, n) such that ij

s E § and \s\ > n, then elH(Gr(s, ri), a) = FR((a)0), where H = E,. I.e.,

Gris,n)-#,iFs).
(ii) There is a primitive recursive junction Gr*(m, ri) such that ijm > n, then

elH(Gr*(m, ri), a) = F-((a)0), where H = E-. I.e., Gr*(m, ri) = #Ä(FÄ).

(iii) There is a primitive recursive junction Sh(s, n, b) such that,jor all s E S

and all n E 91 such that \s\ > n, e!H(Sh(s, n, b), a) = elK(b, a), where H =

Es andK= F-n. I.e., Sh(s, n, #^(/)) = #,(/).

The next lemma is a Recursion Theorem, whose proof is readily gener-
alized from that found in Schwichtenberg [10].

Lemma 20. If f(x, a,,..., am) E Ss, then there is an index b such that

f(b, (a)0,..., (a)m_x) = elH(b, a), where H = Es.

Theorem 21. If § is a p.r.-regulated system of notation, then for all s E S,

% ç&sand§s C&s.

Proof. We will prove only the harder case, that Ss Q &s. Choose n > k so

that Seq, Gr*, Sh, Abs, CharFin E f-. We will use the Recursion Theorem to

construct a function h(s) E % such that Fs(x) = elH(h(s), (x)), for all

s E S, where H = Es.

We begin by listing the properties that will insure that h(s) = #S(FS). If

Fin s, we can require

h (s)= Gr*(Ahs(s), Ahs(s)).

If Suc s and Inf s, then (letting K = EP(ßp H = Es = elK)

F,(x) = F*p,s)(x) = elK(lt(x, h(P(s))),(x))

= H(ltix,h(P(s))),(x))

= elH(sb2((0, 2>, #j(XsJt(x, h(P(s)))), #(In,)),<x>).
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(Recall In,(x) = <x>; see Lemma l(iii).) To determine #,(Xx.It(x, h(P(s)))),

suppose h has index #F¡¡(h). Then #,(h) = Sh(s, n, #Fii(h)), by Lemma

19(iii), so

#,(Xx.It(x, h(P(s)))) = Sb2(#(It), #(UX), Sb\ (Sh(s, n, #Fg(h)),

Sb2(Sh(s, n, #/,(Seq)), #(Cf), #(C,0)))).

Hence we should require

h(s) = Sb2((0, 2>, Sb2(#(It), #(U¡), Sb¡ (Sh(s, n, #F¡¡(h)),

Sb2(Sh(s, n, #fi(Seq)), <1, 1, s>, #(C,0)))), #(In,))

= /, (#FXh), s)   if Suc s and Inf s,

where/, £ 9¡¡.
If Lim s, then F,(x) = F,[x]P,(x), where Pj(0) = 0, p,(l) = 1, p,(x) =

(pz)[z > p,(x - 1) and (Vv < x)[F,[y](z) < F,[x](z)]], if x > 2.

By Lemma 12(i), p,(x) < Gk(max(s, x)). By Lemma l(i),

<Pi(0),Pj(l),.. ., p,(x)) < 3x(Gk(max(s, x)) + lfx+l) = D(s, x),

where D E 9¡¡. This enables us to eliminate the recursion from the definition

ofp,:

p,(x) = Out((pz < D(s, x))\(\fi < x)[if i < 2 then (z). = i, and if

i > 2 then [(z). >(z)/_,and

W < 0[FM(*),) < FJui(*),)]]]]>x\

In view of Lemma 2(iii) there is a function f2(b, s) E 9¡¡ such that

fi{# *,&)>*) = #s(p,),

assuming of course that h E 7^. So (letting 77 = E, and K = Es[xl),

F,(x) = F,U1P,(*) = elK(h(s[x]), (p,(x)))

= E,((x,h(s[x])),(p,(x)))

= el» (sô2 (<0, 2>, S62 (#(In2), #([/,'), 56} (#,(/0>

¿^(^(Seq), #(CÍ), #(Ux)))),Sb\(#(lnx),

Sbx(f2(#F¿h),s),#(Ux)))),(x)).
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So we should require

his) = Sb2(<0, 2>, S62(#(In2), #(t/, ), Sbx (Shis, n, #F¡i(h)),

Sb2(Sh(s,n, #„-(Seq)), <1, 1,*>, #(UX)))),

Sbx(#(lnx), Sbx (/2(#a(/>), s), #(£/,■))))

-f3{#Fg(h)'s)   if Lim 5,

where/3 E 9g. All together, we must require

G>*(Abs(s), Abs(j))    if Fin 5,

h(s) = ■ /, (#/■_(/!), i) if Suc s and Inf s,

/3 (#;#)>•*) if Lim 5,

-/4(#*(>M>

where/, E f¿. Let Z> be an index of j4(b, s) in F-, and let h(s) = /4(¿>, í). Then

b(s) = /4(#77_(/i), j), as required. Consequently, el"(h(s), (x)) = Fs(x) for

all s E S and all x E 91. So Fs E S5 for all j £ §.

Similarly, G, E &s for all ä £ S.

Theorem 22. If § w a p.r.-regulated system of notation, then S has the

subrecursive hierarchy equivalence property.

Proof. By Theorems 18 and 21, £, = §, = S, for all s E S, and &s = &,

if |j| = |/|, for all s, (6§. The only thing remaining is to show that

&s = 9* = §,* for all í E S. Now if t <$ s, then F„ G, £ &, C &s, which

establishes the result.

5. Open problems. This paper can only be a first contribution to the general

problem of choosing suitable extensions of the Grzegorczyk Hierarchy. As

such, it raises many open questions, all of which are variants of the informal

question, "How good are regulation techniques?"

1. The most obvious approach is to consider systems of notation con-

structed analogously to Kleene's 0 [5], with the constraint of being regulated

by some primitive recursive norm N. Thus, given an enumeration of the

unary elementary functions, admit to 6N at each limit stage those elementary

fundamental sequences which are regulated by N. Then 0^ is p.r.-regulated.

It appears to be difficult to find an N such that 0W demonstrably has a

notation for w2. Assuming this is possible(2), one might hope to find an N

which in fact contains notations for all "standard" fundamental sequences.

(2)The author now doubts that this is possible. It would seem that Feferman's technique in [2]

can be adapted to show that \6N\ > u2 is contradictory.
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Such a system might shed light on the elusive concept of "standard", both as

it applies to ordinals and to subrecursive hierarchies.

2. What is the least ordinal which can not be represented in a p.r.-regulated

system of notation? Is this the same as the least nonrecursive ordinal, or is it

smaller? Is there a single p.r.-regulated system of notation with notations for

every ordinal less than the least nonrepresentable ordinal?

3. What are the closure properties of the hierarchies of p.r.-regulated

systems of notation?

4. Are there further conditions on p.r.-regulated systems of notation which

will insure that, for any two such systems, their associated hierarchies are the

same for all ordinals represented in both?

5. Are there weaker conditions than being p.r.-regulated, sufficient for the

subrecursive hierarchy equivalence property?
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